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Emerging Spatial Information Systems and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2006
Spatial information systems were created manually for many years. For example, historically, the source of cholera in London in 1854 was found by John Snow, by mapping where victims of the disease lived. The graph clearly showed them to be close to the Broad Street Pump,1 one of the city’s water wells. Another example is Zipf’s Law,2...
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HTML5 Guidelines for Web DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2011

	In 2010, HTML5 became the buzzword on the web developer scene. Large companies,
	such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft, began to use the new technology.
	The popularity of the catchword HTML5 grew, not least of all because of the
	heated debate between Apple and Adobe over whether this would mean the end
	of Flash.


	In this book,...
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Practical Software Development Techniques: Tools and Techniques for Building Enterprise SoftwareApress, 2014
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SPSS for Starters, Part 2 (SpringerBriefs in Statistics)Springer, 2012


	The small book ‘‘SPSS for Starters’’ issued in 2010 presented 20 chapters of

	cookbook like step by step data-analyses of clinical research, and was written to

	help clinical investigators and medical students analyze their data without the help

	of a statistician. The book served its purpose well enough, since...
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Cybersecurity – Attack and Defense Strategies: Infrastructure security with Red Team and Blue Team tacticsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Enhance your organization's secure posture by improving your attack and defense strategies

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain a clear understanding of the attack methods, and patterns to recognize abnormal behavior within your organization with Blue Team tactics.
	
			Learn to unique...
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Optimizing Wireless/RF CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	Select and optimize wireless/RF circuits.


	Get last-word guidelines for selecting and optimizing wireless/RF ICs with John D. Lenk's Optimizing Wireless/RF Circuits. As you'd expect from an author whose electronics guidebooks have sold over 2 million copies worldwide, instead of complex math and abstract theory this hands-on...
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Automating Linux and Unix System Administration, Second Edition (Expert's Voice in Linux)Apress, 2008
Whether you need a network of ten Linux PCs and a server or a datacenter with a few thousand Unix nodes, you need to know how to automate much of the installation, configuration, and standard system administration.
Build your network once using cfengine, and the network build will work, without user intervention, on any hardware you prefer....
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Beginning Unix (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
The Unix operating system is the basis for some of today's most-used platforms, including Mac OS® X and Linux®. This book covers Unix basics for these as well as the more commonly recognized Sun Solaris and BSD.
First, you will learn Unix terminology, core concepts, methodology, and how to log in...
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Intel Galileo Networking CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 50 recipes that will help you use the Intel Galileo board to build exciting network-connected projects


	About This Book

	
		Create networking applications using the Intel Galileo board
	
		Control your web-based projects in real time from anywhere in the world
	
		Connect to the...
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The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, A Guide for Programmers, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2000
The #1 book on Windows driver development - totally updated for Windows 2000!  

With The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, any experienced Windows  programmer can master driver development start to finish: planning,  implementation, testing, debugging, installation, and distribution. Totally  updated to reflect...
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Junos Enterprise Routing: A Practical Guide to Junos Routing and CertificationO'Reilly, 2011

	The world of enterprise routing with Juniper Networks devices is getting very
	exciting—new technologies, products, and network developments are making the enterprise
	network environment one of the most dynamic places to be. However, we, the
	authors, hope to focus that energy by providing you with a detailed and practical...
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Professional Apache Tomcat 5 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
The Apache Tomcat server and related technologies give Java™ developers a rich set of tools to quickly build more sophisticated Web applications. Tomcat version 5 supports the latest JSP™ and Servlet specifications, JSP 2.0, and Servlets 2.4. This completely updated volume offers you a thorough education in Tomcat 5 as well as 4.1.
...
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